
Minutes of the HCV Joint Committee meeting held on Thursday 22’nd 
May  2008 at 7.00pm in the Spencer Room, The Glebe, Sutton. 
 
Present:     Mr M Walden-Jones(MW) - Wentworth Parish Council 
        Mr P Goddard (PG)  -  Haddenham Parish Council 
                   Mrs P Wilson (PW)  -  Haddenham Parish Council 
        Mrs J Harnwell (JH)  - Sutton Parish Council 
 
 
Clerk:        Mr O Mc Laughlin (OM)  - Earith Villagers’ Association 
 
1. Appointment of Chairman for the meeting 
 

It was agreed that Mrs J Harnwell should Chair the meeting. 
 
2. Introduction of new members 
 

None 
 
3. Apologies for absence 
 

Apologies were received from: 
 
Peter  Brace, Joan Gutteridge, Margaret Lumb, Mr Nick Tindall, Joan Wenden, 
Ashley Bamforth, Ian Dewar, Gareth Wilson 

 
 
4. East Cambs Neighbourhood Panel Meeting – April 28’th, 2008 
 

Several members of the group had attended this meeting. A variety of traffic 
related problems were discussed, and there was particular interest in the 
‘Speedwatch’ equipment demonstrated by the police. This constitutes a mobile 
speed measuring system which costs in the region of £3000 to buy. The idea is 
that  the equipment can be used by non-police volunteers to gauge the speed of 
traffic and to note details of persons exceeding the limits. Details are then passed 
on to the police who will send cautionary letters to the guilty parties. But no 
further action would be taken until three such letters had been sent. 
 
Clearly not all parish councils were interested in this approach, but there were a 
significant number that would be prepared to share the costs of acquiring the 
equipment. MW reported that Wentworth would contribute £600 towards the cost. 
 
There may also be a problem in getting volunteers to take part in Speedwatch 
operations in their own villages as this could bring them into confrontation with 
people they know. It might be better for villages to do each others monitoring. 
 
There were some questions asked about the effectiveness of the Neighbourhood 
Panels. For instance, Inspector Alan Savill had been forwarded a list of HCV 
operators whose drivers had been seen speeding or using mobiles but it was not 
known what actions, if any, had been taken. It was agreed that the exercise was 
futile if complaints were not followed through. Perhaps this was a resource issue. 
MW added it would be better to report a smaller number of incidents if this made 
it more likely some action would follow.  
 
It would also be worth finding out exactly what are the guidelines for these 
meetings. 
 



 
 

5. St. Ives Road Safety Meeting – May 20th 
 

Margaret Lumb had sent a brief report on the meeting. This said that nothing 
really new had emerged as the answer to most queries was ‘no response as yet’ 
or ‘no action planned until funding was made available’.  
However, a letter from the group raising concerns about the impact of Northstowe 
had been sent. Earith also supported Bluntisham in calls for a cycle path. 

 
6. Future Actions 
 

StrawBurning:   
GW had received an email from Martin Ive the safety manager at EPR. He 
wanted to organise a meeting to discuss safety concerns as a Group Plan was 
being put in place.  
 
Action: An email would be sent by PW to potentially interested parties who might 
wish to attend. 
 
HCV Group:  
There was some discussion about whether the group had a future in view of the 
decline in attendance, and the possibility of raising traffic issues at the Panel 
meetings. However, the consensus was that the group could perform a valuable 
function because it covered a diverse area and could lobby on the single issue of 
HCV problems.  
 
It was decided to write letters to two local MPs. Jim Pace, MP for South east 
Cambs, and David Howarth, MP for Cambridge. The main content of the letters 
would be the paper written by Elizabeth Stazicker.  
 
Action: OM to contact Elizabeth Stazicker to see if she has any objections to 
this. 
 
It was suggested that the Transport Minister should also be contacted. 
 
MW commented that to get a positive response from public bodies it was 
necessary to first make them realise an issue was important, and then to help 
them through the process of resolving it.  Research was needed and 
organisations often did not understand their own rules and procedures. 
 
 

7. AOB: 
 
Header Paper: 
 
Action: MW volunteered to design some header paper for the group: 
 
Next Meeting: 
 
The next meeting will be at 7pm on Tuesday, July 15’th at the Glebe, Sutton.  
 
Action: OM was asked to highlight the change of day in the accompanying email. 
It was hoped that this might allow more people to attend. 
 

 


